
Safety Message of the Day for IMEA Members

Two Types of Stress at Work Safety Message
How we feel at work greatly affects our performance as well as our ability to work safely. One thing 
that affects whether or not we feel our best is the level of stress we experience while on the job. When 
discussing stress, the traditional two types of stress are often discussed. The two types are eustress 
which is the good stress, and there is distress which is negative stress.

In this safety message, however, we will look at stress in a different way. We will categorize stress on 
the job as either unnecessary stress or motivating stress.

Unnecessary Stress on the Job
Unnecessary stress is exactly what it sounds like. It is a negative stress put upon workers 
unnecessarily. 
There is a lot of unnecessary stress created at work. Different sources create unnecessary stress.
Some common sources to consider:
*  Poor communication. 
*  Poor preplanning. 
*  Poor leadership. 

Motivating Stress on the Job
Motivating stress, on the other hand, is a positive stress. Motivating stress comes from different sources.
Some common sources of motivating stress:
*  Wanting to perform for coworkers or supervisors. When employees work well together and respect one another, they want to do the 
best job they can do for the benefit of everyone at the company. This results in a motivating stress to do better.
*  A new task or procedure. When we get a new task or have to follow a new procedure, it can be challenging.

Summary
Instead of thinking of stress as the traditional two types of stress, categorize it as unnecessary or motivating. How much of the stress 
you are dealing with at work is unnecessary? How can it be eliminated? Are you a source of unnecessary stress for someone else at 
work? Eliminate unnecessary stress and embrace motivating stress to become a more efficient and safer worker.




